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Allegro PCB Editor and Allegro Package 
Designer Plus

This section describes the new features and enhancements in the Cadence® layout editors, 
Allegro® PCB Editor and Allegro® Package Designer Plus, in release 17.4-2019, QIR4. If a 
feature is available in only one of the layout editors, that is noted.

■ DesignTrue DFM Enhancements on page 3

❑ Expanded Same Net Via Checks on page 3

❑ Region-Based DFA Rules on page 4

■ Package Design Integrity Checks on page 7

■ Manufacturing Enhancement: Dynamic Backdrill on page 8

■ Padstack Editor Enhancements on page 10

❑ Mutli-Drill Enhancements on page 10

❑ Keepout Enhancements on page 12

■ Constraints Enhancement: Expanded Spacing Hole to Hole Checks on page 13

■ Differential Pair High-Speed Structures on page 14

■ Allegro Constraint Compiler Updates on page 15

❑ Object Table Enhancements on page 15

❑ Object Rule Table on page 17

■ 3D Canvas Updates on page 19

❑ Individual Transparency Controls for Symbols (Models) on page 19

❑ New Internal Representation of 3D CAD Models on page 24

❑ Representation of Planes Split Across Zones on page 25

❑ Z-Origin Visualization and Control on page 27

❑ Silkscreen Layer Representation on page 31
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■ Power Delivery Rail and Via Generator on page 32

■ Miscellaneous Enhancements on page 33

❑ Constraint Region Support for Flow Lines and Vias on page 33

❑ Create Zigzag on Shape Edges on page 34

❑ Advanced Nonstandard Fillets on page 35

❑ Import GDS Structures on page 35

❑ Display Layer ID in the Visibility Pane on page 37

❑ Reduce Design Extent to Fit Geometry on page 37

❑ Generate Offset Vias with DRCs on page 39

❑ Run Layer Compare Using SKILL Functions on page 40

❑ Specify No Degassing for Shapes on Layers on page 40

DesignTrue DFM Enhancements

With the 17.4 QIR4 release, DesignTrue DFM continues to evolve based on your feedback. 
The following new features are included with this latest release:

■ Expanded Same Net Via Checks

■ Region-Based DFA Rules

Expanded Same Net Via Checks

The DesignTrue DFM rule suite is expanded for the Same Net checks for different Via Pads 
and Holes. Previously, only generic via pad and hole checks were possible. Note that the 
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existing Staggered checks are moved to this new area to centralize the checks that are similar 
in nature.

Region-Based DFA Rules

In this release, you can add region-based DFA rules to PCB designs. You can set general, 
default component spacing DFA rules for the entire design, and also create one or more 
regions in the design and then apply a new set of DFA spacing rules to the regions. 

Create or assign regions in the Design For Assembly – Design – PkgToPkg Spacing 
area of Constraint Manager. You must create or assign regions to all the necessary layers 
individually as regions are not assigned to all the layers automatically. Typically, DFA rules are 
only applied to layers that have components mounted on them. 

Same net checks for via pads and holes
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To create a region or assign a previously-created region, right-click the layer the region is to 
be created for or assigned to, and choose either Create Region to create new regions or 
Layer Regions to assign already created regions.

Creating or assigning regions to a layer
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You can assign CSets to regions that are assigned to a layer. In the following example, there 
are three different DFA CSets applied to the TOP layer, one (default CSet), 
DFAPKGCS_RGN1, for the entire layer, and the remaining two for two different regions.

Following factors are considered for region-based rules:

■ Components that straddle different areas or regions of the board are considered to be in 
the area or region of the datum (0,0) of the symbols.

■ Components whose datum point straddles the region shape edge, implying that the 
symbol datum and the region edge are at the same location, are considered to be inside 
the region shape edge.

■ Region-based rules apply only to components on the same layer. The checks do not 
span across layers and do not check components on different layers.

Scenarios or Examples of Region-Based DFA Rules 

The following are some region-based examples and the rules that apply based on the 
scenario:

Region-based Scenario Rule Applied

Figure 2-1  Region assigned to the Top layer
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The above are the most common scenarios. Embedded (mirrored or unmirrored) component 
region rules behave the same as the outer component examples.

Package Design Integrity Checks

Opens and shorts might remain undetected in a package design database that defines 
openings for connectivity using pad geometries in named dielectric layers instead of drill 
definition in padstack. As the current functionality uses drill to define connectivity between the 
pads in a padstack, connectivity between pads is assumed even if the value of drill diameter 
is defined as zero.

With this release, new Package Design Integrity checks are added to identify the potential 
opens or shorts for padstacks that have the value of drill diameter set to zero. These checks 

Components reside on the default area of the board or in 
different regions

The most conservative spacing 
rule wins

Components inside a region versus components inside a 
zone

The more conservative rule wins

Components inside a region that overlaps a zone and 
the components are within the zone

The region rules win

Components inside a region that overlaps a zone and 
the components are within the region

The region rules win

Components inside a region that overlaps a zone and 
the components are within both the region and the zone

The region rules win

Components inside a zone that overlaps a region and 
the components are only within the zone

The zone rules win

Components inside a region that is nested inside 
another region and the components are all within the 
nested inner region

The nested (inner) region rules 
win

Components inside a region that is nested inside 
another region and the components are in both the 
regions

The region with the most 
conservative rules wins
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are specifically for using geometries, instead of drill, on named dielectric layers to define 
connectivity.

Manufacturing Enhancement: Dynamic Backdrill

The existing backdrill solution provides the ability to create backdrill layer pairs based on 
analysis. The solution automatically updates pad sizes, generates backdrill, and adds 
keepouts in backdrill path when backdrill is run. However, you might need to perform design 
updates after backdrilling to see updated results, forcing repeated executions of backdrill.

In this release, the backdrill solution is enhanced to provide a dynamic mode showing 
backdrill results in real-time while maintaining appropriate backdrill clearance and depth as 
updates are made. To see the new option to switch on the dynamic mode, set 
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backdrill_enable_dynamic in User Preferences Editor under the Manufacture – 
Drilling category.

 

The new option Enable dynamic backdrill appears under the Settings tab of the Backdrill 
Setup and Analysis dialog.

Follow the standard backdrill process of identifying nets targeted for backdrill, configuring 
backdrill and layer pairs, and then running backdrill. Several commands, including slide vias, 
move components, and change connection layers, selectively maintain and update backdrill 
without the need of running multiple full backdrills. 

Note: You must rerun backdrill prior to manufacturing to verify that all the relevant stubs are 
removed.

 

Backdrill updates during interactive routing (connection layer changes)
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Padstack Editor Enhancements

■ Mutli-Drill Enhancements

■ Keepout Enhancements

Mutli-Drill Enhancements

The Padstack Editor multi-drill patterns now include Polar or Custom arrangements beyond 
the basic row and column arrangement. The new arrangements provide the flexibility of 
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adding different hole patterns. This enhancement reduces or eliminates the need of using 
separate via arrangements inside pad boundary.

Array pattern for thermal pads

Polar pattern for mounting holes

Custom pattern for RF shields
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Keepout Enhancements

The keepout support in Padstack Editor was primarily used to maintain mounting hole 
clearances and prevent connections between the start and end layer of a micro via that spans 
more than two layers (skip via methodology).

In this release, you can assign flash symbols with up to two shapes as a padstack keepout. 
In addition, you can allow certain objects inside the padstack keepout, similar to custom 
keepouts added on the canvas that can allow certain objects by attaching a property.

Note: Keepout exceptions are not recommended as a replacement for spacing rules to 
padstack features. Use the exceptions as a complement to spacing constraints.

Support for Flash keepout

Support for keepout exception
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Constraints Enhancement: Expanded Spacing Hole to 
Hole Checks

Hole spacing checks provide spacing consideration when a pad is dynamically suppressed 
to maintain copper clearances. The initial checks were limited to higher-level objects: Hole to 
Hole, Line, Shape, Pin, and Via Pads. Today’s design requires more granular hole checks 
representing different hole types beyond baseline DesignTrue DFF hole spacing to ensure 
minimum manufacturing requirements.

In this release, the Hole-to-Hole checks are expanded to enable using separate values for 
thru via holes, blind/buried holes, micro via holes, and pin holes in both the Spacing and 
Same Net Spacing domains. Constraint Manager worksheets appear to be the same but 
clicking one of the Hole To values opens new dialog boxes with expanded hole spacing.
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Differential Pair High-Speed Structures

In this release, an automatic method is provided to replace existing differential pair transition 
vias with differential pair structures by window selection on canvas. This replacement routine 
requires a vertical differential pair structure, which is rotated and adjusted appropriately while 
maintaining connections. Also included is an option to convert a differential pair structure to 
standalone differential pair transition vias when major rework is required.

Replace differential pair transition vias with a differential pair structure

Replace differential pair structure with a differential pair transition 
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Allegro Constraint Compiler Updates

Allegro Constraint Compiler (ACC) is being increasingly adopted to drive externally-
generated constraints for import into Constraint Manager. Based on user feedback, in this 
release, several Object table enhancements are provided in support of selecting objects 
beyond Pin and Net, Optional column for flexibility to include optional nets in a table, and a 
Byte Lane Diff Pair calculator. A new column Optional is now added for flexibility to include 
optional nets in a table that allows the compiler to continue, if a net is not found. A Byte Lane 
Diff Pair calculator is also included. In addition, the ObjectRule table is enhanced to support 
Component-, Net-, and Pin-based constraints driving rules like Backdrill stub requirements 
and Pin Delays.

■ Object Table Enhancements

■ Object Rule Table

Object Table Enhancements

■ Member Kind Column

■ Optional Column

■ Byte Lane Diff Pair Calculator (x4 Mode Data Strobe)

Member Kind Column

Basic object groups can occur on both schematic and layout, so there is a need to leverage 
these groups to build hierarchal objects in Constraint Manager. The Member Kind column 
now supports specifying DiffPair, Bus, and NetGroup names when creating Groups in an 
Object table to leverage existing Constraint Manager group objects in a design.

Optional Column

By default, the compiler requires that all the specified members in an Object table are present 
in a design, if not the compiler will stop and report an error. There are situations on a Bus or 
Interface where some connections may be optional as they are not being used in a particular 
design. Instead of maintaining different table variants, an Optional column has been added 
providing the flexibility to indicate a row as an optional member. If members specified on the 
indicated optional row are not in the design, the compiler continues to load the rest of the 
table.
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To maintain a continued level of checking when an Optional row is used, specify a value in 
the Count column to ensure a minimum number of design members are found.

Byte Lane Diff Pair Calculator (x4 Mode Data Strobe)

DDR Memory interfaces normally have one differential pair strobe and one data mask per 
byte lane. When x4 DRAM mode is available and used, data mask signals are not available, 
instead a second differential pair strobe is assigned for each byte lane.

■ First differential pair: Differential pair strobe number matching byte lane number

■ Second differential pair: Highest differential pair strobe number not assigned a byte lane

To make it easier to assign the second differential pair strobe for each byte lane, a new 
calculator has been created to complement the current Byte Lane calculator that generates 
appropriate data bits per byte lane.

$x4HighDP(x, y, z)
x = Byte Lane number, starting from 0
y = Number of Byte Lanes
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z = Number of digits in each BIT number

Object Rule Table

The Object Rule Specification table has been expanded to allow assignment of Component, 
Pin and Net properties in a design. Using an ACC table provides flexibility to assign related 

Object Table use Byte Lane Data Bit and 2nd Diff Pair Calculators

Net Groups containing Byte Lane Data and Diff Pair Members
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properties to drive interface guidelines alongside constraint definitions; for example, 
PIN_DELAY, BACKDRILL_MAX_PTH_STUB, and so on.

ACC Starter Template files for new property tables are part of the installation to assist in table 
creation. Copy these tables with a new name and save as a CSV (.csv) file using File – 
Save As.

The starter templates exist at the following location of your installation: 

Figure 2-2  ObjectRule Table - Component Properties

Figure 2-2  ObjectRule Table - Pin Properties

Figure 2-2  ObjectRule Table - Net Properties
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<install_directory>\share\pcb\examples\acc\Starter_Templates

3D Canvas Updates

3D Canvas is enhanced for the best user experience in the industry. Some of the additions, 
changes, and enhancements are:

■ Individual Transparency Controls for Symbols (Models)

■ New Internal Representation of 3D CAD Models

■ Representation of Planes Split Across Zones

■ Z-Origin Visualization and Control

■ Silkscreen Layer Representation

Individual Transparency Controls for Symbols (Models)

All models can now have a transparency applied to them. The 3D Canvas – Preferences 
– Symbol Representation – Transparency option is renamed from Mechanical Symbol 
Transparency to Symbol Transparency. Mechanical models still come into 3D Canvas in a 
semi-transparency mode, but component symbol models are mapped in an opaque state. 
After mapping you can change the visibility state of the symbol models.

Individual component (symbol) models can have a transparency setting applied using the 
new check box in the Symbols pane. In the following image, STEP3D_MECH_BTMCOVER and 

Symbol Transparency Setting in QIR4(set to 50%)
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STEP3D_MECH_DIMM are at 100% opacity and STEP3D_MECH_TOPCOVER is 
transparent. The transparency is based on the position of the slider.

The ability to search or filter for specific symbols in the Symbols pane is a new addition in 
this release. This new search or filter feature returns all the relevant symbols regardless of 
the layer they are on. In the following image, C10 is specified in the search field and symbols 
on both Top and Bottom layers are returned.

The asterisk (*) wildcard is supported before and after any text in the search/filter input box. 
Spaces cannot be used in the search field. 

Symbol Transparency On/Off

Search or filter results across all layers
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Contiguous or selective symbols can also be selected using the SHIFT and CTRL keys. 

Separate Colors for Selection and Collision

You can now set different colors for models that are in a Selection state or Collision state. 
The colors can be set under the Highlighting category of the Preferences dialog box.

Color settings for selection and collision
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Overlay Mode

To improve the ability to locate selected models, a new Overlay mode has been introduced, 
as shown in the following image. 

It gets difficult to locate selected components on a dense PCB with multiple layers and 
overlapping components. As shown in the following example, with the new Overlay mode, 

Highlighting overlay mode
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the two selected ICs appear different which makes it easier to locate the selected 
components.

Components selected using overlay mode
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Coloring Models using Bulk Selection

In the 3D Mapper tab, group specific footprints or devices using the SHIFT or CTRL key and 
then assign color. In the following image, all the devices containing CAPC in their name are 
selected. Click the color box (to the left of Model File) to bring up the color palette to select 
a different color.

After a color is assigned to a model, the names of the footprints and devices mapped to the 
model also appear in the same color as the model.

New Internal Representation of 3D CAD Models

Previously, exporting models mapped to symbols (footprints) required the original 3D models 
(typically STEP) to be on disk. Now, the models are part of the design and the database. 
Therefore, newly mapped models do not need the original models to be on the disk when 
using the 3D Canvas Export feature.

You get the following advantages with models being part of the design and database now:

■ A higher degree of realism from the models creating more accurate collision checks.

■ Designers can now share PCB designs with other company personnel, contract 
designers, or to downstream partners without including the 3D CAD models.

■ Design recipients can use all the capabilities of the CAD models without having the 
model information. 

To leverage the capability of these new self-contained designs, symbols with mapped 3D 
CAD models have to be re-mapped. You can use any one of the following two options to make 
existing designs compliant with the new feature. 

3D Mapper colorized footprint names
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Note: Both the options require the original 3D CAD models. The STEP models must be in 
the STEP path.

■ Update a complete design using Export/Import from the 3D Mapper tab of 3D Canvas. 
This only updates the models in the design. The mapping is only for the loaded design 
and not for master symbol/footprint in the company master library. 

■ Update the 3D model mappings either for all or for selective symbols (footprints) in the 
company master library using the new batch file sym_3d_update.exe. This batch 
program is in the <insatall_directory>/tools/bin folder. 

You can view the available switches by typing sym_3d_update -help. The batch 
program updates selected symbols with updated models and conforms to the new 
internal representation. 

Note: This new type of internal representation of 3D models is not available in release 
17.2 -2016.

Representation of Planes Split Across Zones

This release introduces the splitting of planes across different stackups/zones to make 3D 
Canvas as realistic as possible. As you can see in the following image, the ADHESIVE_TOP 
mask layer is not part of stackup, D. Also note that the TOP conductor layer is not in the 
stackup C. This makes the thickness of stackups B and C different.

Cross-section with multiple stackups
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In the design shown in the following image, the ADHESIVE_TOP shape spans across zones/
Stackups B, C, and D.

You can see the new realistic outcome when looking at the design in 3D Canvas. The 
ADHESIVE_TOP shape, selected in the previous image, is shown in zone/stackup B. The 
same ADHESIVE_TOP shape in zone/stackup C is lower than B due to the missing TOP 
conductor layer in zone C. Further, you can see that the ADHESIVE_TOP shape is completely 
missing from zone/stackup D because the ADHESIVE_TOP layer is not part of zone/stackup 

Adhesive_Top shape crossing multiple zones
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D as depicted in the Cross-section Editor image. Shapes that cross zones/stackup areas are 
now represented realistically. 

Z-Origin Visualization and Control

This release comes with visualization and control for the Z datum. You switch visualization on 
or off and specify the vertical (Z-direction) plane to be used as the datum (0,0) in the 3D 
Canvas – Setup – Preferences – Z0 Position setting. The default values are Off and 
UPPER of TOP Conductor layer. 

3D Canvas properly visualizing shapes across zones

Z0 position preference in 3D Canvas
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Other possible layers are UPPER of Silkscreen_Top, UPPER of Soldermask_Top, 
UPPER of TOP Conductor (default), LOWER of Bottom Conductor, LOWER of 
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Soldermask_Bottom, and LOWER of Silkscreen_Bottom. Visibility of the Z0 datum is 
best observed using Camera View – Front view.

Z0 datum (blue) arrow
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Z0 position is also recognized when files are exported from 3D Canvas. Where applicable, 
the position of the 3D CAD model is reported with respect to the X, Y, and Z position on the 
PCB. 

Note: Unless changed, the default setting for Z0 is the outer side of the Top copper layer. 
Previously, the pre-defined and hard-coded Z0 was the outside of the bottom-most layer. This 
information is critical if the Z0 location of components is important to you. 

Z0 datum visualized using camera front view
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Silkscreen Layer Representation

Silkscreen layers can be represented in 3D Canvas in two ways: visualizing either the 
Package_Geometery – Silkscreen_xxx layers, Board_Geometry – Silkscreen_xxx layer and 
Components – RefDes – Silkscreen_xxx layers, or the Manufacturing – Autosilk_xxx layers.

3D Canvas silkscreen representation choices
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Power Delivery Rail and Via Generator

Note: This command is available only when the Silicon Layout option is selected for Allegro 
Package Designer Plus.

The power nets must deliver adequate power and enough ground net coverage on the other 
end. The Power Delivery Rail and Via Generator feature in this release ensures this for you. 
Power and ground rails are parametrically generated for selected nets in an alternating 
horizontal and vertical pattern across multiple power and ground nets in APD Plus. 
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Via arrays are then parametrically generated for the overlapping power and ground rails.

To be available for selection in the rail generator, the power and ground nets must have 
ratsnest schedule and voltage properties.

Miscellaneous Enhancements

■ Constraint Region Support for Flow Lines and Vias on page 33

■ Create Zigzag on Shape Edges on page 34

■ Advanced Nonstandard Fillets on page 35

■ Import GDS Structures on page 35

■ Display Layer ID in the Visibility Pane on page 37

■ Reduce Design Extent to Fit Geometry on page 37

■ Generate Offset Vias with DRCs on page 39

■ Run Layer Compare Using SKILL Functions on page 40

■ Specify No Degassing for Shapes on Layers on page 40

Constraint Region Support for Flow Lines and Vias

In this release, the Allegro Flow Line model has been enhanced to support constraint regions. 
The flow lines are split at constraint region boundaries and the width of each segment is 
computed based on the constraints required at that location. The flow via center point is used 
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to determine if the flow via is inside or outside a constraint region, and the flow via diameter 
is computed based on its location. You can now visualize accurate width for flow line and flow 
via both inside and outside constraint regions.

To visualize the latest changes, create a new flow or edit an existing flow. However, there is 
no change in the way the commands work. The designs created before this release continue 
displaying the old flow until edited in this release. Modifying a single flow in this release 
updates all the flows in a design.

Create Zigzag on Shape Edges

One of the requirements of silicon manufacturing is not to have long and parallel edges 
between wide metal areas of different nets as it can result in errors. With this release, you can 
solve this by creating nodes or zigzags on the edges of shapes using the shape zigzag 
command.

Pre-QIR4 QIR4
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This command is only available when Silicon Layout option is selected in Allegro Package 
Designer Plus.

Advanced Nonstandard Fillets

Advanced non-standard fillets now can be generated in the design using the adv 
nonstandard fillets command. This command provides advanced parameters that are 
compatible with the silicon design requirements to set the:

■ Minimum length for the fillet

■ Maximum width beyond which fillet is not required

■ Minimum and Maximum angle for the fillet 

■ Fillet end to be a tip or a cline edge

You can also select specific layer on which the fillet is to be generated.

This command is only available when Silicon Layout option is selected in Allegro Package 
Designer Plus.

Import GDS Structures

With this release, you can import the GDS files that contain pre-approved structures such as 
via padstack definitions assembled into structures to be used for layer transitions or for 
modeling the connections.
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You can import these structures using the Import GDS Structures option on the Si Layout 
menu to create the padstack definitions for pins and vias, and add the vias to the constraint 
via list. This will compose the routing structures of the interconnect or fanout pieces in the 
design. 

This command is only available when Silicon Layout option is selected in Allegro Package 
Designer Plus.
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Display Layer ID in the Visibility Pane

Now, you can display layer IDs for direct match up to via span labels on the canvas. Layer IDs 
are displayed in the Visibility pane if you set the Show layer IDs option in the Visibility Pane 
tab of Color Dialog (Display – Color/Visibility).

Reduce Design Extent to Fit Geometry

If a design is larger than what is needed to fit the geometry, the design file occupies more disk 
space, actions like DRC calculations are slower for the design, and navigating or panning the 
design is not easy. You can now reduce design extent to fit geometry by clicking Shrink 
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Extents to Design Contents in the Extents group in the Design tab of Design Parameter 
Editor (Setup – Design Parameters).
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Generate Offset Vias with DRCs

Now, in Allegro Package Designer Plus, when generating offset vias using set the Offset Via 
Generator (Route – Offset Via Generator) you can set Allow DRCs to allow DRCs when 
creating vias, .

Any DRCs are shown but the vias are placed. You can clean the design later to remove the 
DRCs.
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Run Layer Compare Using SKILL Functions

Now, in Allegro Package Designer Plus, you can run Layer Compare using SKILL functions. 
See the SKILL reference for more information on the specific functions.

Specify No Degassing for Shapes on Layers

Now, in Allegro Package Designer Plus, you can apply the Degas_Not_Allowed property to 
shapes to specify that degassing should not be performed on the shapes. Prior to this 
release, all shapes on a layer that meet the requirements are degassed.
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Cadence Pulse and Allegro EDM

This section describes the following enhancements and new features in Cadence® Pulse and 
Allegro® EDM in release 17.4-2019, QIR4.

■ New Design Data Management Features in Enterprise Environment

❑ Attach Third-Party Files to Pulse-Managed System Capture Projects

❑ Specify Project Location on Disk

❑ Control Project Visibility and Access

❑ Share Allegro System Capture Projects From Web Dashboard

❑ Support Legacy Custom Variables with Pulse Metadata

■ Enhancements to the Pulse Infrastructure

■ Enhancements in the Publish for Manufacturing Utility

❑ Defining and Referencing Board Source

❑ PLM Search for Assembly and Layout Numbers (3DEXPERIENCE Only)

❑ 3DEXPERIENCE Support
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New Design Data Management Features in Enterprise 
Environment

This section describes the new design data management features for designers in the 
enterprise environment in the current release.

Attach Third-Party Files to Pulse-Managed System Capture Projects

Designers can now attach third-party documents and files to Pulse-managed Allegro System 
Capture projects. For example, project documentation, such as checklists, design 
specification documents, design review notes, or any other file that needs to be stored with 
the project data in Pulse.

For designers to be able to attach files to a project, administrators must first edit the Create 
New Project form and add the Attachments widget and then publish the changes. After 
publishing, designers can see the Attachments field in the Create New Project form when 
creating a new project.
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Team members with WRITE or OWNER permission can upload attachments and all project 
team members can download them.

Specify Project Location on Disk

When you join an Allegro System Capture project, a copy of the design is downloaded to a 
default location on the hard disk. You can now specify a different working directory when you 
join Allegro System Capture projects using the CDS_PULSE_DESIGN_LOCATION 
environment variable.

Using another environment variable, CDS_PULSE_BROWSE_DESIGN_LOCATION, you 
can also control whether you are prompted to select a location each time you join a project.

■ CDS_PULSE_BROWSE_DESIGN_LOCATION = 1|0 

Prompts you to select a location every time you join a project

■ CDS_PULSE_DESIGN_LOCATION = <path to the design location> 
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The path you define for this environment variable is used as the default download 
location for the projects you join.

Project Name for Local Working Design Directory

On joining a project, projects were downloaded to a team member’s system with a unique 
folder name. For easy identification of a project on the hard disk, the copy of a joined project 
is now downloaded with the design project name as is.

Control Project Visibility and Access

As a project owner, you can now clean up your list of projects and remove projects that you 
no longer want to see in the project list. You can also restore a removed project, if needed.
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Removed projects are not displayed in the user interface. However, you can use the Show 
Removed option on the project list, in Allegro System Capture or PCB Editor, to view the 
removed projects.

Share Allegro System Capture Projects From Web Dashboard

Without opening Allegro System Capture as a desktop application, you can share projects 
with other team members through the Web Dashboard. From the Shared With list, all team 
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members can view the list of users the project is shared with. Project owners can also create 
or modify the design team through the Web Dashboard.

For details about these options, refer to Allegro System Capture User Guide.

Support Legacy Custom Variables with Pulse Metadata

Using a new project metadata free-form data binding option, administrators can explicitly 
define a custom data binding value to match the CUSTOMVAR variable used in schematic 
documentation elements.

Using this feature, you can now support legacy page borders that were previously populated 
by CUSTOMVAR entries in Allegro System Capture or Design Entry HDL. Pulse data 
automatically populates page borders without the need to modify them to match the auto-
generated data binding value.
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Note that although CUSTOMVAR is not visible in the Preferences — Custom Variables 
dialog of Allegro System Capture, Pulse automatically resolves the variable.

Enhancements to the Pulse Infrastructure

To further reinforce administrator control and management of the Pulse server and clients, 
this release includes the following enhancements:
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■ The Health API indicates the status of various services to help increase monitoring of 
data available to the third-party application monitoring tools. For more details, refer to 
Allegro Pulse Maintenance Guide.

■ Service monitoring and health notifications:

❑ The Pulse server is automatically restarted when it is not responsive or in case of 
memory errors.

❑ Email notifications are sent to administrators for critical health events.

■ The administrator is notified by email about sustained high-CPU usage.

■ The administrator is notified by email when there is a failure during content backup. For 
example, when the system is out of disk space on the backup media.

■ Critical events are logged and are visible in the Web Dashboard through the Pulse Event 
Viewer (Oculus).

■ Additional medic test case generation options are available:
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❑ A test case can now be generated for the Pulse Service Manager server data. This 
can be done from the Pulse Service Manager web page. The information icon in the 
Diagnosis tile displays the path to the generated medic test case.
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■ For better performance, multiple unmanaged libraries can now be indexed together. This 
secured and indexed library data can be used across divisions and sites. 

Enhancements in the Publish for Manufacturing Utility

This section includes new features and enhancements in the Publish for Manufacturing utility.
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Defining and Referencing Board Source

Administrators can now define the design source for boards outside of Allegro System 
Capture. Using the Design Sources field, administrators can specify the path to the board 
file to be used when board engineers publish data to the PLM system.

Publish for Manufacturing uses the board file specified in this path to generate derived 
content, such as board summary, Gerber files, and so on.

Note: If you edited any out-of-the-box templates shipped with Publish for Manufacturing in 
the previous hotfixes, and want to define and reference a board source, you need to manually 
add the layout source path in the Layout Source field and modify all the board utility 
commands as needed.

For more details, refer to Publish for Manufacturing User Guide.

3DEXPERIENCE Support

The Publish for Manufacturing utility now supports 3DExperience from Dassault Systèmes as 
a PLM connector.
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PLM Search for Assembly and Layout Numbers (3DEXPERIENCE Only)

In Publish for Manufacturing, you can directly search for the assembly and layout numbers 
that are available in 3DEXPERIENCE.
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Allegro System Capture

This section describes the following enhancements in Allegro® System Capture in release 
17.4-2019, QIR 4.

■ System Capture PSpice Integration on page 54

■ Scope of Power or Ground Symbols on page 55

■ Hiding Schematic Pages on page 55

■ Reordering Blocks on page 57

■ Hierarchical BOM-HDL Report on page 58

■ Enhanced Support for HAS_FIXED_SIZE Property on page 59

■ Nudging Support for Grid Standardization on page 60

■ New Commands for Hierarchical Blocks in Smart PDF on page 63

■ Unified Search Enhancements on page 64

■ Unified Library Enhancements on page 66

■ New Options in Design Integrity Dashboards on page 69

■ UI Changes on page 71
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System Capture PSpice Integration

Starting this release, System Capture provides a functional circuit simulation environment 
using PSpice A/D. This integration is available with the PSpice enterprise licenses only. To 
enable the integration, select the PSpice option in the Cadence Product Choices dialog 
box.

As part of this integration, PSpice simulator, waveform viewer, modeling applications, and 
other PSpice utilities can be launched from System Capture. There are new PSpice-specific 
menus and toolbars added to System Capture to facilitate seamless integration. 
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A library of ~34000 PSpice-compatible parts is also included with the latest installation. These 
can be accessed and placed in the design using the Unified Search window. Having 
Cadence-supplied PSpice compatible parts prevents the need to spend time and effort on 
developing new simulation models. If you still need to develop a specific-model, you can do 
so by using Modeling Applications.

Scope of Power or Ground Symbols

You can now set the scope of power or ground symbols as local to the block or as global. In 
case there is a conflict when local interface nets get shorted to global nets, the global scope 
wins.

Hiding Schematic Pages

You can hide pages that do not have electrical data from the design view. When you print the 
design, both the PDF and the TOC suppress the hidden pages. 
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Important

The TOC pages in a design cannot be hidden. 

To activate this feature, you need to add the following directive in the CANVAS section of the 
project or the site.cpm.

START_CANVAS

page_hide = ‘true’

END_CANVAS

When activated, a new menu option shows up in the context menu for a page in the Project 
Explorer panel. A hidden page appears struckthrough in the list of pages.

You can display the hidden pages from Project Explorer Settings. A new option in the display 
settings for the Project Explorer panel.
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Reordering Blocks

To change the order in which pages are published or printed, you can modify the sequence 
of the blocks in a design. This is helpful in hierarchical designs where multiple instances of 
blocks are present and they are listed in the same order as they were added. 

To activate this feature, you need to add the following directive in the CANVAS section of the 
project or the site.cpm.

START_CANVAS

module_ordering = ‘true’

END_CANVAS

The changes in block order gets reflected immediately in the Project Explorer panel, TOC, 
print preview, PDF generated by Smart PDF, page numbers, and so on. 

Important

You can reorder sub-blocks only under the same block.
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Hierarchical BOM-HDL Report

The BOM-HDL utility now supports Hierarchical BOM reports. If you have a design with 
hierarchical variants, you can generate hierarchical BOM reports for it. 
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Enhanced Support for HAS_FIXED_SIZE Property

The handling of symbols with multiple sections and the HAS_FIXED_SIZE property has 
been improved. 

■ Designers can now specify pin numbers to parts with HAS_FIXED_SIZE assigned. 

■ Pin swaps done in PCB Editor are now synchronized with the schematic design in back-
to-front flow. 

■ Symbols with two HAS_FIXED_SIZE instances are no longer packaged into a single 
package.
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Nudging Support for Grid Standardization

When a new design is created based on an existing design authored in another application, 
such as DE-HDL or OrCAD Capture, automatic grid changes are done in the System Capture 
design to accommodate the incoming components and circuitry. The following table shows 
the high-level impact of this change across tasks.

Task Impact

Switching units between 
inches and mm 

Not supported

Specifying pin-to-pin 
spacing

■ Locked at project creation and cannot be modified later

■ This is read from the site.cpm or the default value 
specified in the installation. 

Changing electrical grid Supported

Creating new design Pin-to-pin spacing depends on the library type:

■ DE-HDL supports multiples of 0.01 inch or 0.25 millimeter 

■ OrCAD Capture supports 0.1 inch pin-to-pin spacing
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Creating a project based 
on existing project

DE-HDL

■ By default, the pin-pitch and grid settings are based on the 
values set in site.cpm or installation. 

To use the source design’s settings, set the following directive 
to ‘NO’:

ALLOW_IMPORT_DESIGN_AT_SITE_UNIT

■ Off-grid components are nudged to the nearest grid point. To 
stop the components movements, set the directive to ‘NO’:

ALLOW_IMPORT_DESIGN_NUDGE_OFFGRID_OBJECTS 

Important

Setting this directive to NO stops the import of designs 
that cannot be adjusted. Set this to YES to allow more 
designs to be imported into System Capture. 

OrCAD Capture

■ The new System Capture project has the same pin-to-pin 
spacing as the source project it is based on.

Important

For OrCAD Capture designs, the source pin-to-pin 
spacing can be overridden by a site.cpm variable, 
IMPORT_SOURCE_AT_SITE_UNIT. If this is set to YES, 
new projects do not have the same pin-to-pin spacing as 
the source design but what is set in the site.cpm. 

This variable has no impact on DE-HDL design sources 
because DE-HDL libraries are made on a fixed pin pitch, 
whereas OrCAD Capture libraries are grid-agnostic. 

■ If System Capture finds any off-grid electrical objects in the 
source project, it attempts to adjust the electrical grid to bring 
objects on grid by setting the grid value to any of the 
supported factors of the pin-to-pin spacing value. 
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If any electrical object still remains off grid after the readjustment 
attempt, the design creation stops and the details of the failure are 
reported in a log file. In such situations, the source project will 
need to be corrected before it can be brought into System 
Capture.

Copy-paste across 
projects 

Allowed only if the pin-to-pin spacing is same in both the designs, 
and objects can be correctly placed on the destination design's 
grid.

Opening project with off-
grid components

■ System Capture attempts to adjust the electrical grid to bring 
objects on grid by setting the grid value to any of the 
supported pin-to-pin spacing values. 

■ If any electrical object still remains off grid, the design does 
not open. 

Note: This is expected to be a rare situation and should this 
happen, you are encouraged to contact Cadence Support to 
investigate the design and make any necessary changes.

Off-grid placement System Capture ensures that the electrical objects remain on 
grid. If the task is resulting in any off-grid placements, the 
operation fails. You will get appropriate messages that inform you 
of such situations. 
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New Commands for Hierarchical Blocks in Smart PDF 

You can now descend into an instantiated block or view its attributes in a Smart PDF. Click 
the block and you can see the new commands. 

Attributes of the block show the system-defined or user-defined properties attached to the 
hierarchical block.

Block
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Unified Search Enhancements

Important

Available only when connected to a Remote Pulse Server with a managed library.

■ Part details extended

You can now see larger symbols and footprints from the Properties panel. This enables 
you to view intricate model details. 

■ Classification-aware search results
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You can apply a classification filter and control the display of columns and order of 
columns in an EDM managed library. Any changes made to the display are retained.
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Unified Library Enhancements

The following enhancements have been made in this release:

Heterogeneous (Asymmetrical) Part Authoring

In addition to Flat, Split, and Homogeneous (Symmetrical) part authoring, Allegro System 
Capture now supports authoring for Heterogeneous (Asymmetrical) parts as well. You can 
create Heterogeneous parts by creating a duplicate or a new section, and then moving pins 
to the new section.

New Symbols without Creating Parts

Allegro System Capture also provides an option to create a new symbol without creating a 
part. This is helpful when you want to create a symbol and associate it with existing parts.

You can either create a blank symbol or use the template from the list of available templates.
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Documentation Symbols

The library authoring environment in Allegro System Capture now also allows you to create 
symbols that are helpful in documenting information on the schematic, manipulating signals 
in a structured design, and applying properties to an entire design. Documentation symbols 
such as Ground, VCC, and Power can be easily created by changing the type of the symbol 
from the Type drop-down and then selecting the Sub Type in the General tab. Symbol- and 
package-level properties are automatically associated with the symbol. You can also assign 
category to the symbol from the Categories drop-down.

Detach Associated Symbols, Footprints and Datasheets

You can now detach the symbols, footprints and datasheets associated with the symbol using 
the Detach icon next to the object name.
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Floating Toolbar

The docked toolbar is now made floating. You can now place the toolbar anywhere on the 
schematic which gives you easy access to the toolbar commands when you are editing a 
symbol.
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New Options in Design Integrity Dashboards

To easily access the Schematic Audit Settings and Electrical Stress Settings dialogs and to 
re-run an analysis, new icons and context menu options have been added to the report 
dashboards. The Electrical Stress report dashboard also has an additional icon, a check 
mark, that helps you check whether analysis results reflect the current state of the design.

To view the context menu options, you can right-click a row in the violations table.
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UI Changes

To support a consistent use model when using System Capture as a schematic design editor 
and a physical layout editor, a few changes have been made in the UI controls.

Toolbar

The toolbar and zoom controls have been merged and are available in a floating toolbar. 

Some of the changes are:

■ A new selection control icon has been added. 

■ Drop-down symbols on the Special Symbols, Auto Shapes, and Zoom icons to bring the 
related symbols and functions together. 

New
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These icons bring up more options. 

To see the full list available for these categories, click the Block Symbols and Auto 
Shapes icons. To see all Zoom options, you need to right-click the icon. Clicking the 
Zoom icon will do the action depicted by the icon, that is, zoom in Zoom in, Zoom out, 
Zoom fit, or Zoom by points.

When you chose a symbol from any of the lists, the list collapses.

■ Removed Controls
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The following have been removed and you can use the following alternatives: 

Control Alternative

Page Navigation Use the Project Explorer panel

Selection filter in toolbar Use the same control from the Properties 
panel
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View Menu

The View menu has changed and now all the available windows are available under Panels.
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New Color for Schematic and Canvas

To enhance the colors and contrasts, black has been added to the display theme controls. 
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Save Command

As part of the standardization of controls across all supported file formats and tabs, the save 
options in the File menu have been changed. 

■ For schematic tabs, the File – Save command remains disabled. Use the Save All 
command to save the changes you make.

For Symbol and board tabs, the Save and Save As commands are enabled when there are 
changes in the tab and need a save.

Schematic Board Symbol
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OrCAD Capture CIS

This section describes the following enhancements and new features in OrCAD® Capture 
CIS in release 17.4-2019, QIR 4.

■ Using Expressions to Define Model Parameters on page 78

■ Defining Center Tap for Both Primary and Secondary Windings on page 79
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Using Expressions to Define Model Parameters

Now, you can use expressions instead of values in Modeling Application (Place – PSpice 
Component – Modeling Application). For example, instead of supplying a fixed voltage for 
the Initial Condition (IC) of a capacitor or an inductor, you can now use an expression to track 
a test bench parameter.

In addition to the Initial Condition (IC), you can also use expressions for Parasitic Resistive 
Element, Temperature Coefficient, and Voltage or Current Coefficient values.

In the following example, two expressions, SS*2 and ESR are used to define the initial 
condition and series resistance, respectively for a capacitor. The two parameters are defined 
using the PARAMETERS table.
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Defining Center Tap for Both Primary and Secondary 
Windings

With this release, you can have a center tap for both the primary and secondary windings by 
selecting the Both option when Center Tap is chosen as the transformer type. Previously, 
you could define center taps for either primary or secondary windings only. 
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PSpice A/D

This section describes the following new feature in PSpice A/D in release 17.4-2019, QIR 4.

■ Generating Advanced Debugging Information for Simulation Runs on page 81
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Generating Advanced Debugging Information for 
Simulation Runs

In this release, you can set the DEBUG mode in the Options tab of Simulation Settings to 
determine the decisions and failures, as well as important variables and iterations for a 
simulation. 
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Use the debug mode to get more insight into the simulation results or to troubleshoot. For 
example, if a simulation is taking a long time to complete, set the mode to find the cause for 
delay. You can choose to get various reports in either or both an Excel and a CSV (comma-
separated value) format with different combinations of the following information:

■ Simulation settings

■ Accepted time points with limiting/worst signal

■ Count of rejected steps along with reason for rejection categorized as LTE or Newton 
Raphson

■ Worst signals with failed iteration values for convergence failure
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This section describes the following enhancements and new features in Topology Workbench 
in release 17.4-2019, QIR 4.

■ TopXplorer Renamed as Topology Workbench on page 83

■ Sigrity PowerSI and Clarity Engines Support Automated Extraction Directly from Allegro 
Canvas on page 84

■ Cable Modeler Block Added to Build Twisted Cable SPICE W-Element Models in 
Complex Topologies on page 85

■ GCC Windows Compiler Included for AMI Model Generation on page 86

■ Support for Creating Groups of Memory Blocks and Assigning Different Models on 
page 87

■ Statistical Channel Simulation for Parallel Buses on page 87

■ MIPI C-Phy Compliance Kit Supported on page 88

■ Post-Processing of GDDR6 Interfaces Supported on page 90

■ PWL Generation Enhancements in SystemPI on page 90

■ Decap What-If Analysis Supported in SystemPI on page 92

■ Sweep Manager Support for Frequency Domain Analysis in SystemPI on page 93

■ N-Terminal IC Blocks Introduced in SystemPI on page 93

■ Performance Enhancements for Topology Workbench in Sigrity and Systems Analysis 
2022.1 Base Release on page 94

TopXplorer Renamed as Topology Workbench

The topology-based system-level analysis environment, TopXplorer, has been renamed as 
Topology Workbench in the 17.4-2019 QIR 4 release. In this environment, you can run the 
Sigrity SI/PI analysis tools-SystemSI, SystemPI, and Topology Explorer-for accurately 
assessing high-speed, chip-to-chip system designs.
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Sigrity PowerSI and Clarity Engines Support Automated Extraction 
Directly from Allegro Canvas

A new workflow has been integrated with Sigrity Aurora in the OrCAD® and Allegro® 17.4-
2019 QIR4 release to enable greatly simplified and automated interconnect model extraction 
(IME). The PowerSI and Clarity engines have been enhanced in the Sigrity and Systems 
Analysis 2022.1 base release to facilitate this new workflow.

Users that are licensed to run Sigrity Aurora II and Sigrity PowerSI II and/or Clarity 3D Solver 
will benefit from this integration when the following two releases are installed together:

■ OrCAD® and Allegro® 17.4-2019 QIR4

■ Sigrity and Systems Analysis 2022.1 base release
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Cable Modeler Block Added to Build Twisted Cable SPICE W-Element 
Models in Complex Topologies

In complex topologies like CAN bus for automotive applications, you can use the newly 
introduced Cable modeler block and build twisted cable SPICE W-element models for 
simulation. 

To access the Twister-Pair definition associated with a Cable modeler block, a new Cable 
Editor has also been introduced. Clicking the Input From Template T-Line element from the 
menu of Cable Editor provides you an interface to define the dimensions of the cable 
parameters.
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The Cable Editor lets you add parameters and generate W-element models. In addition, you 
can define sweep parameters for a Cable modeler block in the Sweep Manager.

GCC Windows Compiler Included for AMI Model Generation

In the SLA and PBA workflows, to compile AMI models on the Windows platform, the AMI 
Builder has historically required an external Visual Studio installation. Starting from 
17.4-2019 QIR 4, you can alternatively use the Windows GCC compiler that is included in the 
AMI Builder installation and thus remove the external dependency. To specify your choice of 
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compiler, in the AMI Builder tree of the Options dialog box, select the Use Windows GCC 
option.

Support for Creating Groups of Memory Blocks and Assigning Different 
Models

Previously, the memory blocks in a topology were limited to all have the same IBIS or SPICE 
model assignment. 

From 17.4-2019 QIR 4 onward, you can assign different memory blocks to different IBIS or 
SPICE models. For this support, create groups of memory blocks using the new option, 
Define Block Group, that is displayed when a memory block is right-clicked in the Add 
Block panel. Clicking this option opens the Define Block Group form where you can add 
multiple groups and then group the memory blocks in the topology.

Statistical Channel Simulation for Parallel Buses

Until this release, both statistical and time domain channel simulations have been supported 
for serial link interfaces. However, for parallel bus interfaces, the support was limited to only 
time domain channel simulation.
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Starting from 17.4-2019 QIR 4, both statistical and time domain channel simulations are 
supported for parallel bus interfaces as well.

MIPI C-Phy Compliance Kit Supported

The Custom Compliance Kit workflow now lets you simulate MIPI C-Phy topologies.
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You can also generate compliance reports as per the specifications.

You can review results that are generated based on the checks run using MIPI C-Phy 
compliance kit.
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Post-Processing of GDDR6 Interfaces Supported

Automated JEDEC-based post-processing has been added to SystemSI for GDDR6 
interfaces.

PWL Generation Enhancements in SystemPI

■ Decimation

In the Die Model Editor, a new edit operation, Decimate, has been added. This allows 
for reduction of the time step during current Piecewise Linear (PWL) generation while 
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maintaining majority of the energy. In addition, it provides more efficient filtering of the 
current PWL.

■ Filtering

Now, FIR filtering is supported to remove or isolate the current frequency content. In 
addition, Low pass, High pass, Band pass, and Band stop options are available along 
with hamming windowing and zero latency (forward/backward technique).
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■ Random Noise Generation

The Type box in the Waveform Generator now provides an option for Random noise 
generation. When selected, you can specify the required Time Step and Time Stop for 
the generated waveforms.

Decap What-If Analysis Supported in SystemPI

In SystemPI, you can now easily browse Sigrity OptimizePI decap libraries and automatically 
include them in what-if frequency and time domain simulations. In addition, the quantity of 
decaps of each type can be swept in the Sweep Manager.
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Sweep Manager Support for Frequency Domain Analysis in SystemPI

Now, Sweep Manager supports frequency domain as well as time domain sweeps in 
SystemPI.

N-Terminal IC Blocks Introduced in SystemPI

A new type of block, N-Terminal IC, has been added in SystemPI to support multi-terminal 
SPICE and Voltus models for IC blocks. It enables grid-based extractions. You can also view 
and edit the current profile for each terminal.
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Performance Enhancements for Topology Workbench in Sigrity and 
Systems Analysis 2022.1 Base Release

■ The S-parameter simulation methodology in SPEEDEM has been enhanced to reduce 
the run time. Depending on the actual cases, performance improvement can be up as 
much as 50%.

■ The algorithm in solving sparse SPICE circuits is enhanced by new multi-threading 
architecture and matrix partition solver. It can help to increase the simulation speed of 
sparse SPICE circuits from two to four times. To enable this new feature in Topology 
Workbench, open the Options dialog box and click the Enabling additional 
performance improvements toggle button in the Circuit Solver Option section of the 
Simulation – General module.
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